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SUNYLA President’s Message
Logan Rath
Welcome back, everyone! I hope you’ve had an enjoyable summer and that you are
energized as you gear up for the fall semester. Interesting things have been happening
behind the scenes with the Council including appointments of two new liaisons to
SUNYConnect Advisory Council (SAC) and Faculty Access to Computing Technology
(FACT). I would like to welcome Colleen Lougen and Mark McBride, respectively, to
the Executive Board.
In an effort to involve more delegates, we are reaching out in several ways. Discussions
are taking place via Moodle on the SUNYLA web site at http://www.sunyla.org/moodle
and our meetings are moving around the state. We’ll be visiting FIT in November and
future meeting dates and places are listed below.

Council Meetings

Conference

11/18/2009 FIT

6/09/2010—6/11/2010

3/12/2010 Albany

Brockport

6/09/2010 Brockport
If you’d like to attend one of our meetings, or serve on a committee, I urge you to
approach your campus delegate or the chair of the committee directly. If you wish to
become involved but do not wish to attend meetings, committee work may be perfect for
you.
To keep it short, I wish you all the best in your fall semester and if there is anything that
you wish to discuss with me, please do let me know. I am always open to your ideas, as
this is your organization.

Professional Development Grant Report:
ELUNA Annual Conference
Natalie Sturr, Coordinator of Library Technology, SUNY Oswego
This year I was able to once again attend the ELUNA (ExLibris Users of North America)
conference. (I attended 3 earlier ELUNA conferences through 2003). This year’s
conference was in Richmond, VA. Thank you to SUNYLA for a Professional Development
Grant to help defray my expenses.
It was great to renew old acquaintances and meet new Aleph “enthusiasts”. Over 500
people – users of any of ExLibris’ 7 major products – attended the conference. Not
surprisingly, I enjoyed going to sessions and talking to folks about custom reports and SQL
queries! I won’t bore you with those details.
ExLibris executives provided updates on all their products. Items of interest:
There are 2,260 Aleph customers and 1,360 Voyager customers
v20 of Aleph was released in March 2009
v21 will be released in the 2nd quarter of 2011
v22 will likely be released in 2013
The URM (Unified Resource Management) – the “next generation” system – is
scheduled for beta in 2011 and production for 2012
Carl Grant, President of ExLibris North America, spoke about OCLC’s recent news releases
on web-based library management services and WorldCat Local QuickStart. Without
providing specifics, he worked on reassuring attendees that ExLibris has much to offer to
customers, including a long-term strategy, deliverable products and deliverable services.
Those of us who have been in the profession for a while did have to laugh at his slide
asking if this was “déjà vu all over again.”
About half the conference was devoted to sessions presented by libraries using any or all
of the ExLibris products. Three noteworthy sessions I attended:
University of Iowa has started a service of delivering books via campus mail. They
have cleverly created a sublibrary for office delivery and use Aleph’s “pick up
location” features to track the titles.
Virginia Commonwealth University has analyzed log files and Aleph search statistics to
determine that opac usage is similar between the opac search box on their library
home page and the ‘regular’ opac interface. Part of their study compared search
strings, which are available within SUNY via the Custom Services custom_62 and
custom_63.
The University of Wisconsin has done extensive usability studies on their Voyager opac
interface; however, the information they shared can be applied to usability studies
of any web site. It was an excellent session.
There are now “Regional Users Groups” (or RUGs) – a contribution from our Voyager
colleagues. We are in the Eastern Mid-Atlantic RUG – or EMA for short. The next EMA
conference will be held in Binghamton and hosted by our SUNY colleagues there. It will be
November 5-6, 2009.
Next year, the ELUNA Conference will be in Fort Worth, TX on May 9-14. In 2011, the
conference will be in Milwaukee WI.
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Report from the 37th LOEX Conference
(April 30th-May 2nd) in Albuquerque, New Mexico
Holly Heller-Ross, Interim Associate Dean of Library & Information
Services, Feinberg Library, Plattsburgh State University of New York

I attended conference sessions on several critical issues for us right now. Some were of a
practical nature with direct and immediate application possibilities, including the basics of
visual and media literacies, configuring a classroom for teaching success, using LibGuides to
solicit student feedback, and large scale integration of library resources into course
management systems. Others were more research based and theoretical in nature, such as
a report on survey results of librarian instruction proficiencies and where they learned them
(grad school, on the job, other education…) with potential impact on internal professional
development planning, and a session on student engagement.
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I write this report in grateful appreciation for the SUNYLA Professional Development Grant
that helped fund my participation in the LOEX 2009 conference this spring. LOEX (Library
Orientation Exchange http://www.emich.edu/public/loex/loex.html) is one of the premier
organizations for library and information instruction, and their conferences feature cutting
edge innovations for teaching and learning.

One session in particular really opened my mind to a new way of
thinking. Three librarians teaching a 2-credit Information Literacy
course at Cal State East Bay introduced the participants to the idea of
threshold concepts. Some of you may already be working with this,
but for me it was a new and absolutely exciting idea. They had heard
about the idea from Jeff Liles (formerly of SUNY Geneseo!) at a
teaching workshop. A threshold concept as defined by J. Meyer & R.
Land in 2003 (read a brief intro at http://www.leeds.ac.uk/sddu/lt/
teachtalk/presentations/documents/cousin_threshold_concepts.pdf)
is one that transforms the way the learner sees the world, a concept
that changes thinking in a significant and irreversible way. These are
the concepts that people find difficult to learn, the places where
learners frequently get stuck in their understanding. The question
raised at the LOEX session is this: What are the threshold concepts in information literacy?
Lori Townsend, Korey Brunetti and Amy Hofer have been working to identify and test
out some concepts they think might fit this definition and be worth designing instruction
around. I am looking forward to their results, and would love to bring them to Plattsburgh
for a workshop.
In addition to excellent conference sessions and posters, we had three excellent plenary
speakers. Stephen Abram gave his views of libraries and information in the modern
electronic world, Poet Jimmy Santiago Baca read some poems and spoke about libraries
impact on literacy and his life as a poet and Susan Deese Roberts walked us through
several detailed approaches to using instructional theories and strategies connected to
learning styles and learning modes.
My learning goals were well met at this conference and I sincerely appreciate the financial
support.
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MBTI, KGI and KAI, Oh My!
Mark A. Smith – SUNY Ceramics at Alfred
“I Yam What I Yam”- Popeye, American Philosopher
I truly am what I am. Yikes, what a scary thought. As I think back on a terrific preconference workshop at ACRL in Seattle last March, I am reminded of the words of our
great American philosopher, Popeye. Though I am pretty sure this American icon was not
referring specifically to “Managing Change, Diversity, and a Multi-Generational Workforce”;
it fits. Leaders with a good understanding of who they are and insight into the personality
preferences of those they work with have a valuable tool at their disposal.
I attended this full-day event with partial assistance from a SUNYLA Professional
Development Grant. I want to thank the organization for the support and to let you know
that the money was well spent. Six months later, I still reflect upon and apply what I
learned that day. Indeed, it is the rare conference session with such a half-life.

In addition to the inclusion of multiple measures, the strength of this workshop was found
in the well structured, problem solving, active-learning strategies that would bring a big
smile to our active WGIL group. Workshop presenters Carol Kem and Cheri Brodeur,
from the University of Florida, effectively facilitated real time, case-method and group
experiences by having each participant complete and return the MBTI, KGI and KAI
questionnaires prior to attending the workshop. When we arrived at the workshop our
fully scored results were available. This allowed each of us to reflect upon our individual
profiles and place ourselves in a variety of contexts during discussion and group activities.
After a brief introduction to the three measures and a review of the interrelationships
between them, we enjoyed an eye-opening set of experiences. As participants were
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Working, as we do, in an inter-generational melting pot with strong ties to “traditionbased” systems and service models, there can be unavoidable tensions placed on our
rapidly changing service and technology environments. Resistance to change, obstacles to
innovation, dysfunctional team dynamics, and communication conflicts are just a few
examples of challenges that arise in many of our workplaces. Studying adoption-innovation
preferences and work styles can be key to mediating and avoiding conflict as well as
seizing new opportunities.

photos/33955224@N08/3301178905/
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Although most of us have been introduced (perhaps repeatedly) to the Myers-Briggs
Personality Type Indicator (MBTI) profile, I had
never utilized or observed this information put
into practice. This hands-on, out-of-your-seat
workshop session did just that. It also extended
the study to include two additional measures to
help participants gain a broader, deeper look
into personality preferences. These measures;
the Klein Group Instrument for Effective
Leadership and Team Participation (KGI), and
Kirton’s Adaption-Innovation (KAI) Inventory
were introduced and blended into the workshop
to add specific focus on implications for team
dynamics and the ability of librarians and staff
to promote and respond to change.

grouped into a variety of mixes (based on profile results), we were tasked with exercises
to promote innovative thinking or offer solutions to common managerial and strategic
challenges. Then we reported our results to the whole and we got a stark, revealing lesson
on how different mixes produce very different results. Among the most the most insightful
exercises were those that paired similar personality types in a single group. Let me just
say, if you are not careful, your newly appointed committee, to plan your next staff
retreat, could plan your event to be held on a beach in Costa Rica. If your blend of
extroverts, introverts, thinkers, feelers, judgers or perceivers, etc. is not sufficiently
balanced, avoidable communication issues will occur and results will not be maximized.
Needless to say, I found this study to be extremely enlightening and I am sure others in
our membership would benefit from a similar program.
It is wholly reasonable and human for us to dismiss classification even if verified by
scientific measures as we aspire to change and grow. However, for those of us who hope
to work constructively with the eternal naysayer, circumvent issues of morale, or help a
youthful energetic new staff member to work productively with those who pine for the
“good old days,” an understanding of personality profiles can be a helpful tool. An
important take-away from this workshop is a deep recognition that no profile type is
“better” than any other. All profiles (all of our co-workers) have valuable contributions to
make to our organizations. Like it or not, “Y’ar what Y’ar,” and that’s a good thing.

Newsletter Submission Guidelines
Submissions for the next edition of the SUNYLA Newsletter will be taken via e-mail
(sent to shannon.pritting@oswego.edu) and Moodle through the Campus Updates Thread.
Submissions to the SUNYLA Newsletter should be submitted by the SUNYLA delegate.
Submissions are encouraged for:

Announcements of recent hires
Changes in duties
Awards & accomplishments
Scholarly or creative work (publications and presentations)
Renovations
New services or programs
Recent initiatives
Other significant library activities
Relevant images are welcome. Please resize images to no larger than 3 by 5 inches.

The deadline for submissions to the next
newsletter is January 15th, 2010.
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Report on Attending the ELUNA Conference and Ex Libris
Technical Seminar, May 4-8, 2009
Pat Maxwell, Systems Librarian, Drake Library,
The College at Brockport
The ELUNA Conference and the Ex Libris Technical Seminar were two valuable
opportunities to improve my knowledge and skills as a systems librarian. The Ex Libris
Technical Seminar offered more than 50 educational and practical sessions about Ex Libris
products; the ELUNA (Ex Libris Users of North America) Conference featured over 100
sessions on topics ranging from product use/best practices to panel and vendor discussions
on the future of Ex Libris products and design.
Both the conference and seminar were held at the Marriott Hotel in Richmond, Virginia, this
past May. Following is a report of what I learned from attending these events.
Why Did I Choose to Attend?
The ELUNA Conference is the largest gathering of Ex Libris product users. Opportunities
abound to learn current ILS (Aleph500) processes in other libraries, discuss future product
improvements, and meet fellow librarians with similar work challenges. The conference
location alternates yearly between the east/west coasts. As a new systems librarian
devoting almost ninety percent of my work time to Aleph-related tasks, the timing was
perfect to take advantage of an east coast conference (and seminar) which would allow me
to gain needed training from Aleph experts as well as develop a support network.
What sessions did I find most valuable?
With only one year’s experience using Aleph, any session related to data manipulation or
Aleph services were especially appealing to me. I was also interested in any topics that
focused on work performance, user studies, or library services.
Sessions included:
“How did you do that? Special jobs created to manipulate Aleph data” (J. Dixon, C.
Moulen, and G. Duncan). Discussed scripts and customized reports such as: (1) EDI
titles ordered; (2) Circ stats; (3) Claim reports; (4) Key conversion programs; (5) General
purpose report based on barcodes; (6) People at fine limit report to send to Bursar. All job
scripts can be accessed at El Commons (http://www.exlibrisgroup.org).
“Why on Earth would I want to go to the library? Office delivery and Aleph requests” (E.
Jones, B. Thompson). The University of Iowa suffered severe flood damage which forced
the closure of one of its libraries to the public. Books remained accessible to staff. Result:
huge increase in book delivery requests necessitated a re-evaluation of the book delivery
request process. Jones and Thompson identified delivery issues (addresses not reliable,
how to pack books, using campus mail), Aleph table changes, and lessons learned (patrons
expected immediate fulfillment, faculty/grad students were biggest users, most popular
delivery address was right across the street from the library).
“Location, location, location: A transaction comparison of catalog searches originating from
the library homepage and Aleph” (J. Ghaphery, T. McNulty, S. Teague-Rector).
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Virginia Commonwealth University staff compared user searches originating from a search
tool on the library homepage to searches originating directly from Aleph. Researchers
concluded the presence of a search box on the Library’s home page was more important
than where the box was placed on that page.
“We’re in this together: Project management and leadership best practices” (P.V. Calarco
& M. Dehmlow). Notre Dame staff described experiences and outlined some best
practices that will make a project rewarding, collaborative, transparent and effective. For
example: (1) Decisions should be made at lowest level possible (except budget items); (2)
Use a team-based approach; (3) Leaders are good communicators and delegators; (4)
Workgroup size of 8 to 10 is ideal; (5) Use SMART goals (Specific, Measurable, Attainable,
Relevant, Timely); (6) Communicate; (7) Define meeting agendas clearly; (8) Look for
strategic partnerships.
What Networking Events were Beneficial?
ELUNA 2009 offered many social occasions for mixing with fellow attendees and Ex Libris
staff. Buffet meal breaks provided informal conversation opportunities where I met
librarians who were working on similar projects and tasks or recommended other contacts
to me. This was how I met a Harvard Librarian who was in the midst of an AquaBrowser
implementation. She has since assisted me in the AquaBrowser install at Drake Library.
The poster reception offered loads of documentation on authority control and report
customization, as well as many new ideas for future projects such as EDI and materials
booking. Fellow SUNY Librarian Meiling Jiao explained how she uses SQL and Excel to
tally holdings by classification numbers for collection analysis.
Overall Summary of Conference Experience:
I was completely satisfied with my conference and seminar experiences, and believe it was
well worth the registration fee and travel expenses. Shortly after returning from these
events, I developed a twelve bullet list of action items, some of which I have already
carried out. Many of the items included taking greater advantage of Ex Libris
documentation and customer support as well as becoming more active in tracking El
Commons and ELUNA SIG listserv activities. I was vaguely aware of many of these
services, but meeting the people associated with customer support and product
improvement has emphasized the value of not only Aleph and other Ex Libris products, but
the many venues available when seeking answers or guidance in Aleph-related tasks.
One of the lasting impressions I still hold from the Conference is what I learned about the
users of Ex Libris products and, specifically, Aleph. Ex Libris’ 2008 annual report shows
$74 M revenue drawn from 4,600 institutions hailing from 76 countries. 37 of these
institutions are national libraries; 45 of the institutions are of the top 50 North American
universities. Aleph is used by 2,260 institutions and there is no plan to stop continued
development of Aleph—versions 20.1, 20.2, 21, and 22 are all in the pipeline.
Attending the ELUNA 2009 Conference and the Ex Libris Technical Seminar this year was a
fantastic opportunity that allowed me to be immersed in Aleph-related issues and engaged
in discussions on the future of library systems. Next year’s conference will take place in
Fort Worth, Texas, from May 9 to 13.
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WGIL Update, September 2009
Irina Holden
Working Group for Information Literacy (WGIL) has entered a new academic year with
great baggage of various activities, including organized workshops, presentations, and
panel discussions at various conferences. The traditional open meeting during SUNYLA
2009 Conference in Syracuse was devoted to making new plans and brainstorming about
the future roads to take. Our chair Kim Davies-Hoffman of SUNY Geneseo, is going to
be on maternity leave from October until January 2010, so Mark McBride from Buffalo
State College will assume the position as WGIL chair and Michelle Costello of SUNY
Geneseo will become chair of the Professional Development subcommittee during that
time.
During summer time the members of the committee stayed in touch sharing their summer
projects concerning information literacy via listserv. They also have been busy working on
future presentations. Kim was excited about future plans for the committee in her absence
outlying the possible ideas for events and leading the discussion.
Here is the summary of some of the ideas and reflections submitted by several WGIL
members.
From Kim Davies Hoffman (Chair of WGIL):
There was a great turnout for the open meeting of WGIL on the last morning of
SUNYLA ’09, enticing many new faces to see what our working group is all about. A
subsequent call for interest in joining the WGIL listserv has yielded 22 new
members! Librarians involved in listserv discussions are certainly encouraged to
become even more active in our endeavors by officially joining a subcommittee or
volunteering to help out with any WGIL-sponsored activities.
As a result of the successful WGIL one-day conferences and pre-conference
workshop at SUNYLA ‘09, each event focused on providing effective pedagogical
strategies to our newest instruction librarians, there was a demand for additional
learning opportunities. Due to that subsequent demand for similar workshops, a
committed group of Rochester-area librarians applied for the Rundel Library
Foundation's Harold Hacker Fund for the Advancement of Libraries. With $3,500
recently awarded to the group, the Library Instruction Leadership Academy (LILAC)
will strive to continue the good work that has been started by WGIL, in a more
intensive manner. This time, a semester-long project running from January
through May 2010 that will include workshops, librarian observations in the
“classroom,” online discussions, reflections on teaching through a group blog and a
final culminating project. At the present time, the academy is limited to librarians
working in member libraries of the Rochester Regional Library Council, but the hope
is that this pilot project will expand and inspire future academies.
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From Dana Longley (Chair of Emerging Technologies Subcommittee):
The Emerging Technologies subcommittee (ETC) will present a 90 minute panel
session at this year's LiSUG conference. Michelle Costello, Ken Fujiuchi,
Carleen Huxley, Dana Longley and Mark McBride will discuss planned and
ongoing campus projects and engage the audience in a conversation about issues
surrounding the use of emerging technologies for instruction in general. ETC is also
in the process of organizing a quarterly, online brown-bag-discussion and webinar
program for any and all library instruction issues, using the Elluminate live
classroom platform. They hope to have a more official announcement about that,
along with a call for volunteer presenters in the coming months.
From Dan Harms (WGIL Member):
SUNY Cortland Memorial Library is conducting a year-long effort to create a new
vision for instruction on campus, including on-campus interviews, literature reviews,
and examinations of the instruction programs of our peer and aspirational
institutions.
WGIL is looking forward to a new academic year and the possibilities it might bring for our
professional and collegial development. The evidence above shows that past efforts were
productive and WGIL will make an effort to remain vital and dynamic.

SUNY LIBRARIANS ASSOCIATION
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Online Workshops on College Cheating Trends, Licensing
Issues, and Institutional Copyright Policy Development
Shannon Pritting, Penfield Library, SUNY Oswego
A SUNYLA Professional Development Grant allowed me to attend three online workshops
from the Center For Intellectual Property, University of Maryland University College. All
three workshops allowed me to be more effective in my former position as Coordinator of
Access Services. The workshop on Institutional Copyright Policy Development taught by
Steve McDonald was useful in providing tools to frame the copyright conversation as
negotiating tolerance for liability and risk, rather than trying to define rules that should be
followed, as often happens. McDonald also provided strategies for working on and
influencing academic committees. Throughout the course, many tools, resources, and
strategies were provided.
The Licensing Course taught by Peggy Hoon provided an overview of the current issues
faced in licensing electronic resources, as well as coordinated efforts to work with vendors
and create licenses that benefit academic institutions. Hoon provided examples and
activities that demonstrated how to create licensing guidelines for institutions.
The information I learned in College Cheating Trends Course, taught by Tricia Bertram
Gallant of San Diego State University, has helped immensely in thinking about how the
library can contribute to preventing cheating, as well how I could be a productive member
of our college’s Committee on Intellectual Integrity. Throughout the course, Gallant
provided information on how to present efforts to prevent cheating through changing the
culture of the institution, and “tending the garden,” which was a commonly used analogy in
the course. A wealth of research and resources was provided that shows that efforts to
reduce cheating are best pursued through education, cultural change, awareness, and
engagement rather than punishment for offenders.
The three courses that my SUNYLA Professional Development Grant allowed me to attend
have helped me to better understand these three different Intellectual Property Issues in
much more depth. Already, I have used much of what I learned in these workshops to
improve my library work and University Committee work.

http://www.flickr.com/photos/mikeblogs/3020135683/ CC BY 2.0 &
http://www.flickr.com/photos/5tein/2347819903/ CC BY-NC-SA 2.0
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ADIRONDACK
COMMUNITY
COLLEGE
Joyce Miller
millerja@sunyacc.edu
Adirondack librarians have been enjoying
rave reviews of the new Web pages they
created over the summer using the
LibGuides content management system.
ACC Library's page
(http://library.sunyacc.edu) now features
50+ research guides, interactive slide
shows, narrated tutorials, printable
handouts, photos of book covers, a library
blog, podcasts, news feeds and much
more. The librarians have also written
research assignment pages (such as
"HRD110" classes) for faculty and students
to use in classes. The new Web page
transition was coordinated by Reference
and Instruction Librarian Joyce Miller.
At the reference desk, librarians have been
posting announcements on dual-monitor
screens. One monitor faces the librarian at
the desk; the other faces outwards towards
students and the computer area. Librarians
can create a quick Word document or
PowerPoint show to notify students if log-in
codes have changed, if a database is down,
or list upcoming events or other postings.
The dual monitor screens are also helpful
to demonstrate searches to students at the
reference desk.

ALBANY
Gregory Bobish
GBobish@uamail.albany.edu
Candace Merbler and Graduate Student
Amy Reddy were the recipients of the
2009 University Libraries Pritchard Award.
The Pritchard Award was established by
Miriam Snow Mathes, a generous
benefactor of the University Libraries in
tribute to the life and work of Martha
Caroline Pritchard, first director of the
University at Albany's library School (19261941). The Pritchard Award is meant to
serve as a permanent tribute to Martha
Caroline Pritchard's life and work.

ALFRED STATE
Jane Vavala
VavalaJA@alfredstate.edu
The main floor of the Hinkle Memorial
Library at Alfred State College was
renovated this summer. A group of Alfred
State Interior Design students, along with
their Instructor, designed the layout and
selected the furnishings. The library has
floor to ceiling windows offering stunning
views of the campus and countryside.
New, four-foot reference shelves replaced
the taller stacks allowing library users to
enjoy the views. New carpeting, computer
furniture, lounge furniture, study carrels,
chairs and tables were also added. The
Western New York History collection was
moved to the third floor to make room for
an up-to-date electronic classroom.
Thanks to everyone involved for having
everything ready for the students return.
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BINGHAMTON
Jill D. Yaples
Jyaples@binghamton.edu
Binghamton University Libraries’ website
has been redesigned in response to
feedback from faculty, staff, and students
to facilitate learning and research through
improved navigation, interaction and new
and updated content. The new URL is:
http://library.binghamton.edu/.
The federated search engine, Grokker, is
no longer available at BU Libraries.
The Libraries are going to hold their annual
book sale on two weekends —
Homecoming Weekend (Oct. 1-3) and
Family Weekend (Oct. 23-25).
New Approaches in Scholarly Publishing,
held on April 15-16, 2009 and funded as
part of the University’s Provost’s Symposia
Program, examined recent developments in
scholarly communications for campus
faculty. The invited speakers included
Julia Blixrud, Scholarly Publishing and
Academic Resources Coalition (SPARC) and
Kenneth DiFiore, JSTOR/Portico. Campus
faculty also provided personal perspectives
on related editorial, research, and external
funding projects and ideas on the future of
scholarly publishing. The event was jointly
sponsored by the University Libraries, the
Faculty Senate Library Committee and the
Division of Research. Program chair and
planner was Elizabeth Brown, the
Libraries’ Scholarly Communications and
Library Grants Officer.
At SUNYLA 2009 Julie Wang gave a
presentation on “A Small Collection May
Carry Out a Big Vision: How Binghamton
University is Using its Asian Collection to
Support the Education of Globalization.”
Erin Rushton, with Marcy Strong,
presented “Getting Noticed: Search Engine
Optimization at Binghamton University
Libraries,” and Alesia McManus was one
of the presenters at a panel presentation
entitled “Tweet to Me: Twittering Libraries
12

and Librarians in SUNY.”
Alesia McManus, Head of Research and
Instructional Services, was elected to a
three-year term as Director-at-Large on
the board of the Reference & User Services
Association of the American Library
Association.
Edward Corrado, Head of Library
Technology for University Libraries,
presented “Evaluating Open Source
Software” at the European Library
Automation Group’s 2009 Conference at
Bratislava, Slovakia, in April. Corrado also
presented “Preserving Access: Now and in
the Future” at the 2009 ELUNA Conference
at Richmond, Va. in May 2009.
Jean Green, Head of Special Collections,
Preservation & Archives, presented “Bridge
to Somewhere: Connecting the Digital
Spaces between Distance Learners and
Library Services” at the Eastern New York
ACRL Chapter 2009 Annual Conference,
Troy, N.Y., in May.
Jill Dixon served as the moderator for the
“Active Engagement: From the New
Engineering Librarian’s Perspective”
session at the American Society for
Engineering Education Annual Conference,
Austin, TX, in June. For the ACRL Science &
Technology Section, Jill also drafted
“Sustainable Practices within STS”
recommendations, which were approved by
the section council and adopted in July
2009.
Susan Currie, Associate Director of
University Libraries, presented “Taking
Charge of Change: Fostering
Organizational Vitality” with Lisabeth
Chabot, College Librarian, Ithaca College,
at the Nylink Annual Meeting, Hyde Park,
N.Y., in May.
Marcy Strong left Binghamton to become
the Metadata Creation and Enrichment
Librarian at University of Rochester.
Barbara Button retired in June.

BROCKPORT
Charlie Cowling
ccowling@brockport.edu
This semester Brockport began using
AquaBrowser and piloting the use of
LibStats at our reference desk. We're also
trying to navigate around the construction
as they put all new windows in our
building.
SUNYLA Librarians at Harvard
SUNY librarians were well represented at a
recent Harvard Institute this summer.
Wendi Ackerman, Information Resources
Manager at Upstate Medical Library, and
Mary Jo Orzech, Library Director at The
College at Brockport, attended the 9th
Annual Leadership Institute for Academic
Librarians, August 2-7, 2009.

They joined a class of 76 librarians and
information specialists representing 25
states, the District of Columbia and ten
other countries. Sessions covered
leadership and transformation, re-framing
organizations, vision and voice, becoming
agents of change, and planning with
constrained resources. Case study
discussions, tours of Harvard libraries,
conversation with John Palfrey, Vice Dean
for Library and Information Resources at
Harvard Law School and co-author of Born
Digital and a New England clambake were
among highlights of the week.
The Institute is sponsored by the Harvard
Institutes for Higher Education in
collaboration with the Association of
College and Research Libraries (ACRL).

BROOME
COMMUNITY
COLLEGE
Karen Pitcher
pitcher_k@sunybroome.edu
Mike Curtis, Systems Librarian at BCC led
a project team to develop a search for the
IDS consortia. The team included
librarians from IDS member libraries: Mike
Mulligan and Emily Hart from Upstate
Medical Center, Katie Sacco from
Fredonia, Andy Perry from New Paltz,
Diane Madrigal from NY State Library,
and Adam Traub from Saint John Fisher
College. The team used the WorldCat API
to develop a consortial search covering all
IDS member library collections, over 30
million combined items! OpenURL linking
for interlibrary loan and real time circ
status is built into the search. A demo site
can be viewed here:
http://ids.geneseo.edu/s/start.php?
oclc_symbol=YSY&search_scope=group&gr
oup_member[]=YSY&group_member[]
=BNG

BCC Library’s home page was recently
revised as part of a larger, campus-wide
Web site revision project. The new page
incorporates an automatic RSS feed for
new books, and a tabbed search box. Go
to http://www.sunybroome.edu/library/
to view the new page.
BCC Library has nearly completed its
inventory of all collections. All item
barcodes were scanned and missing item
reports have been generated. Updating
the Aleph database will begin shortly to be
followed with an update of OCLC records.
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Systems Librarian Mike Curtis was
granted tenure.

library barcode, transformed a formerly
cluttered and poorly organized area into an
attractive, functional space.

Benjamin Andrus was hired at the
beginning of the Fall semester as a parttime assistant librarian. Ben recently
received his MLS degree from the
University at Albany. He also has a
Masters degree in Public Administration
from Binghamton University.

BUFFALO
Kathleen Quinlivan
Kquin@buffalo.edu
James A. Wooten was appointed to the
position of Law Library Director and Vice
Dean for Legal Information Services on
August 14, 2009.
Dr. Wooten graduated from Rice
University in 1981, then went to the
University of Chicago, where he spent two
years pursuing graduate studies in the
Department of Anthropology. In 1985,
Wooten entered a J.D./Ph.D. program at
Yale University. After completing his law
degree in 1989, Wooten clerked for Federal
District Judge William Wayne Justice of the
Eastern District of Texas.
In 1992-93, Dr.Wooten was an associate
at Bredhoff & Kaiser, one of the nation’s
leading firms in the fields of labor and
employee benefit law. Wooten later served
as Legal History Fellow at Yale Law School
and as a Golieb Fellow in Legal History at
New York University School of Law before
joining the faculty of UB Law School in
1995. Wooten received his Ph.D. in
American Studies from Yale University in
2003.
For more information, see: http://
ublaw.wordpress.com/2009/07/30/073009.
Three graduate students from the UB
School of Architecture and Planning
designed and built a new service desk for
the Architecture & Planning Library. Their
innovative design, inspired by the familiar
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James Maynard was recently appointed
Assistant Curator of the UB Libraries Poetry
Collection. He previously served as
Assistant to the Collection’s Robert Duncan
Archive, and most recently as Visiting
Assistant Curator in the Poetry Collection.
A photograph from the UB Archives’ Frank
Lloyd Wright/Darwin D. Martin Collection
was selected for the front cover of the
September 2009 issue of College &
Research Libraries News. In the 1912
photo, Isabelle Reidpath Martin, wife of
Buffalo businessman Darwin Martin, wears
a dress designed by Frank Lloyd Wright,
architect of the Darwin Martin House,
Buffalo, NY.
Brenda Battleson, BISON Database
Manager, will present a poster, “Textual
Data Analysis Using a Nonhierarchical
Neural Network Approach,” at the
American Society for Information Science
and Technology (ASIST) annual conference
scheduled for November 7-11, 2009 in
Vancouver, British Columbia. This
semester, Brenda is coordinating on-site
training for UB LIS students who are
organizing a library at the Grant Street
Community Center. She is also gathering
data for a research study investigating the
impact of a new library at the Western New
York Children’s Psychiatric Center.

Chris Hollister, Information Literacy
Librarian, Arts & Sciences Libraries, was
honored at the 2009 ALA Annual
Conference by the Instruction Section of
the Association of College and Research
Libraries. Chris and co-editor Stewart
Brower were recognized for their creation
and editorship of the e-journal,
Communications in Information Literacy.
http://comminfolit.org
Associate Librarian Laura Taddeo, Arts &
Sciences Libraries, and Austin Booth,
Director, Collections, University Libraries,
co-authored a chapter entitled “The
Changing Nature of the Book: Literary
Research, Cultural Studies, and the Digital
Age” in Teaching Literary Research:
Challenges in a Changing Environment
(Chicago: Association of College and
Research Libraries, 2009).
Cindy Hepfer, Continuing Resources
Cataloging Team Leader, Central Technical
Services, co-edited Risk and
Entrepreneurship in Libraries: Seizing
Opportunities for Change (Chicago:
Association for Library Collections and
Technical Services, 2009). Cindy also coauthored "In Search of Best Practices for
Presentation of E-Journals" with Regina
Romano Reynolds, published in
Information Standards Quarterly, 21 (2)
(2009:Spring).
Deborah Chiarella was recently appointed
Reference and Education Services librarian
in the Health Sciences Library where she
will serve as liaison to the School of
Pharmacy and Pharmaceutical Sciences.
Jim Gordon, Lead Programmer/Analyst,
co-authored Office 2008 for Mac All-in-One
for Dummies (John Wiley and Sons, 2009).
The book offers detailed advice on how to
create and exchange documents on a Mac
using such familiar Microsoft products as
Word 2008, Excel 2008, and PowerPoint
2008.
John Ilardo was recently appointed
Special Formats Cataloger in Central
Technical Services. He will be responsible
for original cataloging of audio, video,

computer files, electronic books, and other
special format materials.
Amy DiMatteo, Manager of the Libraries
Network Support Team, was awarded the
2009 Chancellor’s Award for Excellence in
Professional Service. Amy has coordinated
installation and maintenance of staff and
public PCs, software and network
infrastructure throughout the UB Libraries
for more than 20 years.
Michelle Zafron, Coordinator of Reference
and Education Services, Health Sciences
Library, was promoted to Associate
Librarian and has received tenure.
Charles Lyons, Business/Management
Librarian, Arts & Sciences Libraries,
authored “Are We Covering Our Own
Backyards? An Analysis of Local Research
Guides Created by Academic Business
Librarians.” The article was published in
the Journal of Academic Librarianship 35
(5) (September 2009)
http://www.sciencedirect.com/science/
journal/00991333
Associate Librarian Jean Dickson, Arts &
Sciences Libraries, spent part of her
summer in Berlin, Germany and Liverpool,
England, presenting her research on two
European composers who came to the
Americas in the 19th century: Carlos Curti
(1859-1926) and Jaime Nunó (1824-1908).
The conferences that she attended were
Seminar for the Acquisition of Latin
American Library Materials (SALALM) and
International Association for the Study of
Popular Music (IASPM).
Ophelia Morey’s (MLS, Associate
Librarian at the University at Buffalo Health
Sciences Library) article “Health
information ties: Preliminary findings on
the health information seeking behavior of
an African-American community”
Information Research, 12(2), 2007 is
discussed as an example of good practice
in the chapter on descriptive statistics in
Applications of Social Research Methods to
Questions in Information and Library
Science by Barbara M. Wildemuth,
Libraries Unlimited, 2009.
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BUFFALO STATE
Lisa Forrest
forresla@buffalostate.edu
E. H. Butler Library was the place to be for
Buffalo State's new student orientation. In
addition to the popular library tours and
the hundreds of first year undeclared
students from University College who met
for presentations throughout the building,
library faculty and staff assisted in
welcoming new students to a night of
creative activities in the library.
Programming highlights included an open
mic featuring live music and poetry
performances, speed dating, and online
gaming. Each student walked away with
one our handy new tote bags, designed by
talented Web Designer Dennis Reed, Jr.

The Green Library Team announces their
fall Green Talk workshop series. This
semester's line-up includes "On Cloud
Nine: Cloud Computing and Power
Management Software," "Seeing Green:
Tips for School, Home, & Work," "Submit
Don’t Print," and "Going Green for the
Holidays." For workshop descriptions,
please see the Butler Library Blog.
The Rooftop Poetry Club enters its 5th year
of innovative literary programming. Check
out http://library.buffalostate.edu/rooftop/
for a detailed listing of fall events, read
poems by Rooftop members, and listen to
poetry podcasts.
E. H. Butler’s Information Commons
announces a new series of video tutorials
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created by Application Support Desk
student workers, Chang Tang, Carolyn
Hanny, and Joseph Szprygada. The
instructional videos, created using Flip
minoHD Camcorders (available for check
out from E. H. Butler's Application Support
Desk), can be viewed on the Equipment
Loan Web site.
Maureen A. Lindstrom, Associate
Director of Information Commons at E. H.
Butler Library, has been awarded the SUNY
Chancellor’s Award for Excellence in
Librarianship to recognize her twenty-two
years of outstanding contributions to Butler
Library, the Buffalo State campus, and the
field of librarianship. Throughout her
career, Maureen has remained a champion
for providing good service to students. It
was her vision that resulted in one of the
most important initiatives in Butler Library
history, the Information Commons. The
award will be formally presented to
Maureen during the college’s Academic
Convocation ceremony on September 17th.
Lisa Forrest, Instructional Technology
Librarian, E. H. Butler Library, received the
Public Radio News Directors Incorporated
(PRNDI) Award for her radio commentary
“And So This Is Christmas,” which aired in
December on WBFO, Buffalo’s National
Public Radio station. PRNDI is the only
national competition devoted solely to
rewarding outstanding local public radio
journalism and, according to Mark Scott,
news director at WBFO, is a highly
competitive and prestigious award. The
commentary, a reflection on the Elmwood
Village on Christmas Day, was recognized
at PRNDI’s annual conference in Portland,
Oregon, on June 13th.
Marc Bayer, Lisa Forrest, Ken Fujiuchi,
and Mark McBride will present at this
November's EDUCAUSE conference in
Denver Colorado.

CAYUGA COMMUNITY
COLLEGE
Rosemarie Romano
rosemarie.roman@cayuga-cc.edu
Thanks to the generosity of Mr. James
Robinson, a longtime resident of Auburn,
New York who passed away in February of
2006, the Norman F. Bourke Memorial
Library of Cayuga Community College was
able to carry out a badly-needed renovation
of its electronic resources/computer lab area
this year.
Robinson’s estate plan set aside nearly
$200,000 for the Cayuga Community College
Foundation, 60% of which was designated
for support of the College’s Library. Part of
this gift—about $42,000— was used to
update and modernize the library facility to
better accommodate students’ increasing
computer access and workspace needs.
During the spring semester of 2009, the
library solicited room and furniture design
proposals from several vendors. After
comparing the various proposals, the library
staff together selected a design submitted by
Syracuse Office Environments. The design
was chosen because of its open plan and
flexible, modular furniture, which is far more
conducive to both individual and group
study, than the previously existing closed
wooden carrels, which had limited desk
space and inadequate avenues for cables and
wiring.
The renovation was begun on June 29th and
took about a week to complete. With the
assistance of the CCC Facilities staff, the
computer area on the main floor of the
library was stripped bare. Existing carrels
were dismantled and moved to excess
property, shelving was removed, and filing
cabinets housing the library’s microfilm
collection were transported to a new location
in the library. The walls were re-painted a
pale blue, and the new furniture was
installed, including stationary upholstered
chairs and rolling chairs, covered with fabrics
chosen by the library staff. The CCC
Information Technology staff ran new coaxial

cables and installed and wired the computers
at each workstation. The result is an
attractive and user-friendly space. Students
can access the internet, the library’s online
catalog, licensed databases, and other
electronic resources at any of the 15
computer workstations, each of which is
surrounded by enough desk space to
accommodate books, papers and writing
materials. The open workspaces allow
students to sit comfortably together at a
single computer, or to convene at group
study tables with individual laptop
computers. There is also room for
expansion; the library plans to add additional
computer workstations in the near future. In
addition to two printers and a photocopy
machine, the library can also provide color
prints and scanning services upon request,
for a minimal price. A new desk and
workstation for
the technical
support specialist
has also been
added for the
accommodation of
students who
need assistance
with computer
applications and
hardware issues.
The Library is extremely grateful for the
Robinson bequest, without which this
significant improvement of our facility would
not have been possible. We would also like
to acknowledge the invaluable help,
expertise and hard work of the Facilities and
IT Departments, whose assistance was
essential in realizing our vision of a
modernized electronic resources facility for
the benefit of CCC students and faculty.
At Cayuga, enrollment is up a whopping
25%, which means we're all still employed
for another year. Needless to say, we're
busy and crowded. Yeah!
We purchased LibGuides this summer and
are now in the process of establishing some
design standards before we start publishing
them. We specifically are targeting online
classes to start.
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CLINTON
COMMUNITY
COLLEGE
Catherine Figlioli
Catherine.Figlioli@clinton.edu
Mary Ann Weiglhofer, Associate
Librarian, has been granted a sabbatical
leave for Fall 2009. She will focus on
collection development and organization of
the college archives in preparation for
access in 2010.

with Prof. David Campbell, for a portion
of SUNY Cobleskill’s upcoming Middle
States accreditation review.
Katherine Brent, formerly in a 1-year
temporary line, is now officially hired as
our Circ/ILL Librarian at the Senior
Assistant level. Welcome to the tenure
track, Katherine!
April Davies has been promoted to
Associate Librarian.
Building renovations are well underway and
will continue in phases for the next couple
of years. At present, they’re working on
the lower level and the jackhammers are
going full tilt. Two neighboring buildings
are also in the midst of construction and/or
renovation so it’s just a festival of noise
and dust.

COBLESKILL
April Davies
daviesac@cobleskill.edu
The Van Wagenen Library has a new Dean,
Elizabeth
Orgeron. Beth
comes to us from
nearby Hartwick
College where
she served as
College Librarian
& Director of
Information
Resources since
2006. Prior to
that she worked
at Southeastern
Louisiana
University and
Loyola University.
Nancy Van Deusen officially retired in
June after over 20 years with the Library,
the last several of those as Dean/Director.
We wish her a low handicap on the golf
course and lots of quality time with her
grandkids.
Fran Apollo is serving as co-chair, along
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Our annual Fall Book Sale begins Sept.
19th and continues through October.
If you’re in the area, stop by and shop!

CORTLAND

DELHI

Dan Harms
daniel.harms@cortland.edu

Dunstan McNutt
mcnuttdc@delhi.edu

Paula Warnken's position as Associate
Provost for Information Resources has
been filled by Amy Berg.
Reorganization within the library has been
finalized, with four people appointed as
Coordinators:
Gretchen Douglas (Coordinator of
Information and Computer Literacy), with
Marc Connell reporting to her; Jennifer
Kronenbitter (Coordinator of Bibliographic
Services), with Ellen McCabe, David
Ritchie, and Bibliographic Services
reporting to her; Anita Kuiken
(Coordinator of Public Services), with Ellen
Paterson, Circulation, Periodicals, and ILL
reporting to her; and Lorraine Melita
(Coordinator of Reference and Instruction),
with Amanda Hollister and Dan Harms
reporting to her.
Ron Conklin of the Computer Applications
Program (CAP) has departed. At this time,
funding for his position has been frozen.
The Library program study is ongoing.
Our new document delivery service is going
live on campus.
Dan Harms is heading up an effort to revision our instructional services. The next
stage is to start interviewing faculty. Some
of our sister campuses might hear more in
the spring.
The Jets came to campus and, while we
were not able to provide them with library
services, it was quite an exciting and hectic
time nonetheless.

"Google apps, quicker acqs, and moving
stacks”
In an attempt to centralize more of our
staff communication, we have begun
experimenting with some of Google's
applications, including Calendars, Docs,
and Sites. The calendars have proven
especially effective in staffing service
desks, scheduling meetings and allowing
individuals to view multiple calendars at
once. One of the most helpful tools in the
spreadsheets portion of Google Docs is the
ability to create forms that feed
information into cells. This function will
likely contribute to a centralized method of
organizing our instruction sessions. More
importantly, it has proven vital to a new
process for ordering new materials as a
part of our partnership with the University
of Buffalo.
In keeping with our specialized study
spaces for Nursing and Veterinary Science
students, the Resnick Library has started
the planning stage of a room for our
culinary arts students. Fueled in part by a
major donation of cookbooks from food
journalist Carol Brock, the library decided
to build a room that will serve the
information needs of these talented
students. Our existing collection of
culinary-related materials will be housed in
this room.
After a successful year-long pilot, the
University of Buffalo will continue acquiring
and cataloging new materials for SUNY
Delhi. To allow quicker communication, the
librarians at SUNY Delhi simply fill out a
Google form that feeds into a spreadsheet
accessible by UB. In related news, the
Resnick Library is now allowing students
and faculty to make their purchase
suggestions through a form on our
website: https://www.delhi.edu/forms/
library-forms/purchase/. Information is
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then sent to the subject librarian who
makes the final decision on purchasing. We
hope that this will give faculty a greater
say in our ongoing collection development.

ERIE COUNTY
COMMUNITY
COLLEGE
Matthew Best
bestm@ecc.edu
Erie Community College (ECC) thanks
Librarian Susan Basile for her 30 years of
service to the college’s Library Resource
Centers. Additionally, ECC welcomes
Joseph Riggie as the college’s new
Systems Librarian and Ryan Grimmer as
a new part-time Librarian at the college’s
South Campus Library.

In other news, Dunstan McNutt is the
newest librarian to join the Resnick Library.
Coming from East Tennessee (by way of
Indiana University), Dunstan will split his
time between reference and instructional
services and acting as liaison to the Liberal
Arts and Sciences division of SUNY Delhi.
He will also serve as the campus delegate
to SUNYLA, where he will perfect his skills
in writing in the third person.

Susan Basile retired from ECC in the
summer of 2009. At the time of her
retirement, she held the rank of Professor
and was the acting Department Chair at
ECC’s North Campus Library. Ms. Basile
provided library reference assistance to the
ECC community and was active in the
college’s distance learning program and
open house events. Her expertise and
humor will be greatly missed.
Joseph Riggie joined the Library Resource
Center at ECC’s North Campus in
September 2009. Mr. Riggie received his
MLS from University at Buffalo the State
University of New York (UB) in 2009.
While working on his MLS, he held a
Graduate Assistantship in UB’s Library and
Information Science department. Mr.
Riggie has a bachelor degree in computer
information systems from Buffalo State
College. His previous professional
experience includes network administration
and desktop support for AT&T. Mr. Riggie’s
interests include digital retrieval
technologies and digital libraries.
Ryan Grimmer joined ECC’s south campus
Library as a part-time librarian in April
2009. He received his MLS from UB in
2008. Mr. Grimmer also received his
bachelor degree in history from UB. His
interests include ancient Greek history and
language and the application of Web 2.0
technologies in library services.
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EMPIRE STATE
COLLEGE
Sarah Morehouse
sarah.morehouse@esc.edu
Suzanne Hayes received a promotion to
Director of Library and Instructional
Services and has broader administrative
responsibilities. Supervisory responsibilities
now rest on Dana Longley’s shoulders she has been promoted to Manager of
Library Services.
Over the summer, the library began
providing two new major online resources.
Responding to faculty requests for licensed
audio-video resources that they could
embed in Angel LMS, the library subscribed
to Films On Demand, a database of online
educational
videos and
documentaries.
After research
and a wellreceived trial, the library
went forward with the
decision to subscribe to
RefWorks, which replaces EndNote as
bibliographic management service.

FASHION INSTUTE
NJ Wolfe
NJ_WOLFE@exchange.fitnyc.edu
FIT Library is pleased to announce our new
faculty position leading information literacy
among all students at FIT. We are pleased
that Helen Lane is our new Head of
Research & Instructional Services. Helen
has a BA in English Literature from
Earlham College and a MLIS from Pratt
Institute. Her library instruction
experience is extensive and she has held
positions in Reference and Instructional
Services. Most recently she was the
Librarian for Reference, Instruction and
Technology at Columbia University prior to
joining FIT in July. She has held Library
positions at Pace University, St. Francis
College- Brooklyn, New York Public Library,
Metropolitan Museum of Art and
the Brooklyn Museum of Art.

Sara Hull took the lead on creating two
orientation tutorials in cooperation with a
multimedia specialist. One gives an
overview of the resources and assistance
available to students through the library,
and the other does the same for faculty
members.
Dana Longley recently completed ACRL's
Teacher Track Immersion program. Sarah
Morehouse attended CIT in Oswego,
receiving certificates in Adobe Captivate
and "Using the Principles of Instructional
Design to Create Problem-based &
Collaborative Learning Events." Sarah also
attended the IDS conference (Oswego
again!) and participated in the SUNY CCD
meeting via Skype.
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FINGER LAKES
COMMUNITY
COLLEGE
Sarah Moon
moonsj@flcc.edu
This is the second consecutive year of
double digit enrollment growth at FLCC. An
additional librarian has been added to the
reference desk during the mid-day.
This summer we launched Ask Us 24-7
Reference Services. The feedback has been
positive and the service has been utilized
more in the first month of use than the
Meebo chat service was used all of last
year. Online enrollment is up 60% this
semester and we expect that this service
will be used more heavily.
We have been working on our Library
Assessment report. We used LibQual to
survey the college community regarding
library services. Over 435 participants
completed the survey. “Sense of place”
ranked lowest. Unfortunately for us, the
library will most likely be losing space to
accommodate more college office space.

FREDONIA
Darryl Coleman
colemand@fredonia.edu
Scott Richmond, a SUNY Fredonia
alumnus as well as a Chautauqua County
native, is our newest member of the Daniel
A. Reed Library Reference and Instruction
Staff. Scott was hired for this academic
year. In 2008, Scott received his Master of
Library Science and Information
Technology from the University at Buffalo.
The Commons at Reed Library, SUNY
Fredonia's Commons project, attempts to
respond to needs along with addressing a
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critical need to provide space for other
constituents in the library -- the Learning
Center and the Professional Development
Center. Fredonia's proposed Commons will
meet those needs in an flexible, open,
comfortable space conducive to serious
study and research. Fredonia's Commons
will be a partnership between the Library,
the Professional Development Center, and
the Learning Center (and other
stakeholders in the future) and will provide
a one-stop shopping for academic support
services to Fredonia students, faculty and
staff. The Commons will bring together
information seekers (students, faculty,
staff) and information providers (librarians
and learning specialists) in a relationship
that will result in better service.
The symposium, “Stefan Zweig's
Transatlantic Connections: 1-3 October
2009”, the first major scholarly event on
Zweig to take place in the United States in
over two decades, intends to bring
together scholars, artists, critics, and
students from around the world to discuss
Zweig's life and works. It will include
keynote lectures by Klaus
Weissenberger (Rice University) and
Zweig biographer Oliver Matuschek as
well as a manuscript exhibition with
archival materials from SUNY Fredonia's
extensive Stefan Zweig collection. The
symposium will also feature the United
States premiere of Sylvio Back's awardwinning feature film Lost Zweig (2003) in
the presence of the director. If interested
in attending go to:
http://www.fredonia.edu/library/
special_collections/zweigsymposium.asp

FULTON
MONTGOMERY
COMMUNITY
COLLEGE
Daniel Towne
daniel.towne@fmcc.edu
Mary Donohue was elected to a threeyear term as a New York Library
Association Councilor-at-Large and will
begin her duties in October.
Mary Donohue and Peter Betz presented
the Educational Showcase at the August
20th Board of Trustees meeting. Highlights
of the presentation included an overview of
the Kenneth R. Dorn Regional History print
collection as well as information about the
online “Fulton-Montgomery Photographic
Archives” and the unique Nestle Collection
which features business records and other
memorabilia from the historic Fonda,
Johnstown & Gloversville (FJ&G) Railroad.

Towne was part of a group that presented
a session entitled: “All Fired-Up About
Virtual Reference. The session focused on
the benefits and challenges of participating
in large and small virtual reference
cooperatives.
Daniel Towne, Trish Battisti, and
Stephanie Price attended the 6th Annual
IDS Conference at SUNY Oswego on
August 4th and 5th. This resource-sharing
conference provided FM staff with the
opportunity to network with colleagues; as
well as to learn various ‘best-practices’
when lending to and borrowing from other
SUNY and New York State libraries.
Daniel Towne has been selected as
FMCC’s new SUNYLA Liaison.
“The Evans Library is in the Zone!”
In response to suggestions made by
students in our spring semester survey, we
have created specific areas in the library
for people who need to work in silent,
quiet, or not so quiet spaces. The zones
are color coded and each zone is labeled to
make identification easy for our patrons.
The level of success of this change will be
evaluated via student surveys and
interviews.
The librarians at FM are now using
LibGuides. The conversion of much of the
materials traditionally placed on our web
pages is underway. The librarians have
also created several course specific guides
for faculty members. They are already a
hit with our students.

http://fmphotoarchives.org/homepage.htm
Michael Daly and Daniel Towne each
presented at this year’s SUNYLA
Conference. Michael Daly was part of a
group that presented a pre-conference
session entitled “Passing the Torch:
Instruction Librarians Keepings the Flames
of Active Learning Alive.” The session
allowed newer instruction librarians a
chance to see how other librarians have
incorporated active learning into their
information literacy classes. Daniel

Student access computers have been
upgraded. New lower-profile and faster
units were purchased and installed over
the summer. Many of the new stations
have 20-inch wide-screen monitors. All of
the new computers are running the latest
version of Vista and have Office 2007
installed.
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GENESEE
COMMUNITY
COLLEGE
Cindy Francis
cfrancis@genesee.edu
Genesee welcomes Michelle
Tomaszewski back to SUNY! Michelle has
been appointed the
Systems & Electronic
Services Librarian as of
August 17th. Michelle’s
previous SUNY position
was at FLCC as the
Automated Systems
and Technical Services
Librarian (1998-2005).
In 2006, she followed
her husband to
graduate school at Penn State and worked
as a Reference Librarian and co-led several
faculty training sessions on new
technologies. Michelle and her husband
recently moved back to Rochester for his
faculty position at RIT. Michelle briefly
returned to FLCC as an adjunct Reference
Librarian and Database Administrator for
RRLC’s Upstate NY Go Local project.
Best wishes to Andrew Kloc, our former
Systems Librarian, now working at the
Rochester Law Library as Law Librarian of
Automation Services.
Cindy Francis, LMS Administrator and
Collection Development Librarian, received
the 2009 SUNY Chancellor’s Award for
Excellence in Librarianship.
Welcome to new part-time Library Clerk,
Nathan Boylan, a recent DeSales
University graduate with a B.S. in Math.
As part of college organizational changes
for the 09-10 academic year, the library
will now report directly to the Executive
Vice President for Academic Affairs.
Anita Whitehead won ‘Best of Show’ at
the SUNYLA 2009 conference for her poster
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session “Carrying a Spark From the
Campfire to the People: The Roving
Librarian.”
The 3rd annual Tex-Mex Luncheon for the
International Student Organization was
held in the Library Media room on
September 3rd. The event was organized by
Reference Librarians Virginia Payne and
Anita Whitehead. Virginia, who has
lived, studied and worked abroad, was able
to provide a personalized touch when
greeting each of the students. In this
relaxed setting, library staff met and
welcomed about 50 international students
along with ISO faculty advisors and staff.
Liz Norton, Marilyn Mullen and Nina
Warren attended the IDS Project
Conference on August 4-5 at SUNY
Oswego.

GENESEO
Tracy Paradis
paradis@genseo.edu
Library Instruction Leadership Academy
(LILAC):
Under the leadership of Michelle Costello,
and with collaboration from librarians
across the Rochester area, SUNY Geneseo
has been awarded $3500 by the Rundel
Library Foundation's Harold Hacker Fund
for the Advancement of Libraries to help
support a Library Instruction Leadership
Academy (LILAC). While SUNY Geneseo
will administer the funds, LILAC is a
regional effort that will provide intensive
training, observational experiences,
reflection through writing and teaching
practice to 20 selected librarians looking to
improve their pedagogical approach.
Additionally, the Academy will integrate an
online learning environment to maintain
contact and discussion with its candidates
when in-person communication is not
possible. LILAC will be a semester-long
project running from January 2010 through
May of 2010 and will hopefully inspire
future academies.

RYSAG:
For the third year in a row, Milne Library
served as Command Central to the
Rochester Young Scholars Academy at
SUNY Geneseo (RYSAG) summer camp
(http://rysag.geneseo.edu). RYSAG was
established through Geneseo’s Xerox
Center for Multicultural Teacher Education
(http://www.geneseo.edu/CMS/
display.php?dpt=xmte) in an effort to
encourage and support Rochester City
School District (RCSD) middle school
through high school students to be
successful in their classroom studies and
eventually move onto college. Each
summer, the camp focuses on a
thematically-based curriculum where
Geneseo faculty lead the courses, Geneseo
teachers-in-training work as counselors
and mentors and RCSD students live the
life of a college undergraduate for two
weeks. Milne Library has served as home
base for many of the classroom spaces
used, technology and its support, location
for team headquarters and other special
activities and counselor orientation. Kim
Davies Hoffman has co-taught one of the
four standard courses where students are
engaged in quantitative, qualitative and
web-based research and critical thinking
exercises, while many of Milne Library’s
staff have served as interviewees and even
suspected criminals.
INTD Assessment:
Milne Library recently completed an
assessment of first-year student
information literacy skills, in association
with the information literacy sessions
taught during a mandatory freshman
writing class. Under the leadership of
Bonnie Swoger, librarians revised the
objectives for these sessions during the Fall
2007 semester, and needed to assess
these new objectives. Each writing class is
asked to come in for a one-shot
information literacy session with a
librarian, although many ask for additional
sessions. Our assessment sought to
determine if students could already
accomplish the tasks we wanted them to at
the beginning of their freshman year, in
addition to determining if students retained

the knowledge of what was presented at
the end of the semester. Overall, our
students showed themselves capable of
using our finding tools (including the basics
of the library website), but greatly lacked
skill at evaluating the appropriateness of
the resources they found. As a result of
this assessment, we have revised our goals
again to concentrate on general concepts:
teaching students the nature of scholarly
material and introducing them to the wide
variety of research tools available.
GIST:
Tim Bowersox, Cyril Oberlander, Kate
Pitcher, and Mark Sullivan have released
the first version of the Getting It System
Toolkit (GIST), a set of tools and workflows
aiming to integrate acquisitions and ILL
request management using ILLiad. Using
the WorldCat, Amazon, and Google Books
APIs, GIST integrates discovery tools into
customized ILLiad web forms that gather
user feedback about requested items.
Within ILLiad, these same APIs import
valuable information that help both ILL and
acquisitions staff easily manage requests.
Version 2 hopes to include integrated
budget and gift management modules, as
well as statistical resources. For more info,
visit http://idsproject.org/Tools/GIST.aspx.
Workflow Toolkit:
The IDS Project Workflow Toolkit, a wiki
repository of ILLiad best practices, was
released in March 2009. Maintained by
Tim Bowersox, with contributions from
ILLiad practitioners across the country, the
Workflow Toolkit aims to make it easy to
improve resource sharing services. In
collaboration with Atlas Systems, the
Workflow Toolkit connects users to ILLiad
documentation and video tutorials. It also
has its own WebJunction community to
facilitate discussion. A Tip of the Week is
distributed to the ILLIAD-L and IDS-L
listservs and has helped raise awareness of
specific best practices. With over 5,000
hits since its launch, the Workflow Toolkit
aims to be a trusty resource at the center
of a community of best practices.
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Personnel:
Kim Davies Hoffman received the 2009
Friend of SUNYLA award at this year’s
annual conference.
Beginning October 5th, Kim Davies
Hoffman will take a break from the library
to ready herself for a new baby girl,
expected to arrive on October 15. Hoffman
will be out on maternity leave through the
start of the new year. Midwinter will also
bring Kate Pitcher her second baby boy.
She will be taking maternity leave in early
Spring.
Access Opportunity Program:
SUNY Geneseo Instruction Librarians Sue
Ann Brainard, Michelle Costello, Rich
Dreifuss, Justina Elmore, Tom
Ottaviano, and Bonnie Swoger partnered
with AOP Summer Program instructors to
provide incoming AOP students with
embedded library instruction. Over the
course of the four week summer program,
Milne Librarians provided twenty fiftyminute instruction sessions on how to
conduct scholarly, undergraduate-level
research. The theme for the program's
coursework was the importance of a Liberal
Arts education, culminating with the
completion of a research paper on the topic.
Collections:
Milne Library recently engaged in a major
weeding of the reference collection resulting
in a 35% reduction of reference volumes.
The goal of the project was to free-up space
so that students could be presented with a
better organized and more relevant
reference collection while at the same time
allowing for the circulation of infrequently
consulted titles. The use of our reference
materials is loosely monitored by quickly
checking-out and then discharging reference
books prior to re-shelving them. This 'first
pass' review concentrated on items that
showed zero usage during the past three
years. Titles were pulled from the shelves
by students and then reviewed by groups of
Reference Librarians. Titles that were
widely held within SUNY as well as those
with full-text online availability were
candidates for being withdrawn. Milne
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Library recently subscribed to CREDO with
the expectation that users increasingly
prefer to utilize online resources whenever
possible. An added benefit from the
removal of reference shelves was the
installation of 'white boards' which will offer
library users a new opportunity to promote
and extend their conversations.
Milne Library has migrated to WorldCat
Local as the 'default' search on its home
page. The college's Aleph catalog (GLOCAT)
as well as the 360 federated search product
(MultiSearch) will remain available and
prominently displayed. WorldCat Local
should provide users an excellent starting
platform by returning books, articles,
documents and media from both our local
collection and those of other libraries in a
clean, efficient display.
Milne Wiki: Milne Library launched the Milne
Wiki on December 1, 2008 replacing the
intranet that was several years old. One of
the main goals was to establish a central
location for the important information and
documents related to the Library. In order
to successfully implement the Milne Wiki,
there were several steps that took place. 1)
Investigate the different wikis' features. 2)
Install a wiki. 3) Identify content areas. 4)
Form a Milne Wiki Committee. 5) Provide
training sessions to staff. 6) Identify the
Wiki editors. 7) Add content. 8) Evaluate
the Wiki through a survey.
Open source software, Dokuwiki, was
implemented in April 2008. Installed and
maintained by Corey Ha, it was initially
rolled out as a "pilot" with a couple of
departments for six months. Since then,
content has grown exponentially and the
recent survey shows that the Library staff
members find it useful.
CTA Program Changes:
Milne's Classroom Technology Assistants
(CTAs) program has been offering in-class
support to teachers and students for several
years. As of September 2009, they will be
available at the circulation desk as an oncall service, working along side the library's
Tech Help students where they will
eventually be assimilated.

HUDSON VALLEY
COMMUNITY
COLLEGE

JEFFERSON
COMMUNITY
COLLEGE

Robert Matthews
r.matthews@hvcc.edu

Carleen Huxley
CHuxley@sunyjefferson.edu

The slate of speakers for the Voices: A
Library Lecture Series can be found at
http//www.hvcc.edu/voices/. The first two
presentations are on Afghanistan. Check
them out!

Literacy Learning Lab in the Library:
After working closely with the campus
Learning Success Center our library now
has a small but impactive Literacy Learning
Lab for student use. The Learning Success
Center was granted a Perkins Grant to help
finance their endeavor, including the hiring
of a new Learning Specialist and the
purchasing of laptops for tutoring/student
use in the library.

The Marvin Library is a participating
institution in the Capital District Library
Council (CDLC) Digital Collections project
(http://contentdm.cdlc.org/cdlc.php).
Included in this project are photographs
from the college’s archives collection
depicting early founders for whom
buildings are named. Technical Assistant
John Staerker has responsibility for
scanning and Systems/Cataloging Librarian
Michael Thayer oversees the metadata
format.

Golden Microscope
Assistant Librarian and Instruction
Coordinator, John Thomas, won JCC’s
coveted Golden Microscope award for his
efforts in information literacy and
assessment.

There were over 120 in attendance at the
2009 Annual Eastern New York chapter of
the Association of College & Research
Libraries Conference, "Exploring Access in
2009 and Beyond." The conference also
honored the quadricentennial celebration of
Henry Hudson's voyage on the eponymous
river just beyond our campus.
Pat Kaiser, Data Analysis Coordinator II
lopped off twenty inches of her hair and
donated it to Locks of Love.
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MARITIME
Felicia Berke
fberke@sunymaritime.edu
The T.S. Empire State VI, Maritime
College’s training vessel, had another
successful summer sea term, travelling to
the Azores, Gibraltar (Spain and Morocco),
Iceland, Northern Ireland and the Arctic
Circle. This year’s Ship’s Librarian was
Richard Delbango of Nassau Community
College. He was glad to reprise his role
assisting the students in their on-board
classes, much as he had in the summer of
2004. The ship’s library is a hub of
activity, packed with study materials and
housing the Luce Library’s popular Gove
collection, a collection of adventure books
and sea stories donated to the library in
honor of Robert Gove ’78 who was lost at
sea on the SS Poet.
The Stephen B. Luce Library was selected
for inclusion in the Renaissance Library
Calendar 2009! The Renaissance Library
Calendar is published annually in Sweden,
and it features the greatest and oldest
libraries in the world. We are honored and
proud that so many will see our beautiful
library representing the month of
September.
Library Director Constantia Constantinou
and Assistant Library Director Shafeek
Fazal are presenting their paper “Library
Afloat: Educating Maritime Students at Sea
Through Library Services” at the
International Association of Maritime
Universities’ 10th Annual General
Assembly, hosted by the Admiral Makarow
State Maritime Academy in St. Petersburg,
Russia. IAMU represents five continents of
the world with a shared recognition of
significance of maritime education and
training in the rapid globalization of the
international shipping arena whose
membership includes over 50 institutions
of the world's maritime education and
training universities/faculties.
We are pleased to welcome Sommer
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Browning to the library as our Cataloging
and Metadata Librarian. Sommer has
worked in libraries for over ten years and
earned a Master’s degree in Library Science
from Long Island University in 2008. She
has worked as a cataloger at NYU and the
General Theological Seminary in Chelsea.
Before moving to New York, she graduated
from the University of Arizona with an MFA
in poetry. Sommer has published two
chapbooks of poetry and her poems and
cartoons have appeared in various
journals. She hosts a poetry reading series
in Brooklyn and acts as resident librarian
for the art gallery Cleopatra’s.

MOHAWK VALLEY
COMMUNITY
COLLEGE
Louise Charbonneau
lcharbonneau@mvcc.edu
We hired two part-time reference librarians
for evening and weekend shifts. Kristen
VanValkenburg (MLS/University at
Buffalo) will work at our Rome campus
library and Kathleen Dunsavage (MLS/
University at Albany) will work at the main
library in Utica.
We are completing our second year on
AskUs 24/7. Since our virtual reference
sessions are in the middle of the day,
scheduling has been challenging at times
for the three librarians staffing the service.
Consequently, starting this fall semester,
three more librarians will now participate.
We implemented LibGuides at the end of
last month.
Enrollment is greatly increased.

MONROE
COMMUNITY
COLLEGE
Mary Timmons
mtimmons@monroecc.edu
Kate Jenkins joins MCC as Assistant
Director of Operations and Personnel here
at Monroe Community College. She comes
to us from Frostburg State University in
Maryland. She has a B.S. in Social Science
and an M.ED.(Interdisciplinary Psychology
and Business) degree from Frostburg State
University. She earned her M.S.L.S. from
Clarion University of Pennsylvania. Kate is
excited to be living in Rochester, NY and
getting acclimated to the area.
MCC Libraries’ Public Programming
Committee has been awarded its second
Reading Between the Lines book discussion
series grant from the New York Council for
the Humanities. Participants will be
reading from the theme Tragedy and Loss
in Four American Novels throughout the
Fall 2009 semester, facilitated by scholar
Dr. Barbara Lovenheim (Professor
Emeritus, MCC English Department).
A new Library Learning Lab housing 18
public service computers has been opened
at the Leroy V. Good Library on the
Brighton Campus. This increases the
number of public access computers on site
to 45, including two scanning stations.
The Leroy V. Good Library has
implemented a one point service desk,
combining the services of circulation,
reserve and reference at one location.

NASSAU
Rosanne Humes
Rosanne.Humes@ncc.edu
Nassau would like to welcome Christine
Butler, a new Reference/Instruction
librarian, to our staff. Christine graduated
from C.W. Post.
At a meeting of the Nassau Community
College Federation of Teachers in May,
Gerry Leibowitz, Reference/Instruction
librarian, was among a group of faculty
members who were recognized for
exceptional volunteer service to their
communities. The CARES (Community
Action Recognition for Exceptional Service)
certificate was awarded for Gerry’s services
as a Public Library Trustee for the past 7
years and for other community activities.
Gerry also exhibited two photographs at a
faculty/staff art exhibit this past August at
Nassau Community College’s Firehouse
Gallery.
Marsha Spiegelman, Reference/
Instruction librarian, received a 2009
Nassau Community College Academic
Affairs Award for Outstanding Faculty
Achievement for her collaborative research
with Dr. Richard Glass on information
literacy and gaming in Web 2.0
environments and virtual worlds.
Marsha Spiegelman was promoted to Full
Professor.
Rosanne Humes, Serials librarian
received the SUNY Chancellor’s Award for
Excellence in Librarianship.
The A. Holly Patterson Library has
completed interfiling the majority of their
audio-visual materials into the print
collection. Now when students or faculty
are looking for an item on a particular topic
they will have a variety of formats to
choose from in one place.
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NEW PALTZ
Morgan Gwenwald
gwenwalm@newpaltz.edu
The Sojourner Truth Library has been
selected as one of this year’s recipients of
books through The Nippon Foundation’s
program, "100 Books for Understanding
Contemporary Japan." Akira Shimada,
Assistant Professor of History applied for
this program with assistance and support
from Megan Coder, Asian Studies Library
Liaison, and Dean of the Library, Chuichun Lee.
Suny New Paltz joined the AskUs 24/7
virtual chat reference service in July.

Reference librarian Heather Whalen-Smith
applies temporary tattoo to a student at the
SUNY New Paltz Fall Student Fair. Heather was
joined by Reference librarians Valerie
Mittenberg, Colleen Lougen and Stephen
Macaloso to staff this very popular table.

The following STL librarians currently
provide reference assistance to college and
university students from participating
libraries throughout the OCLC cooperative:
Megan Coder, Colleen Lougen, Susan
Kraat, Stephan Macaluso, Valerie
Mittenberg, Andy Perry, and Heather
Whalen Smith.
A new initiative was started over the
summer to help students with their need to
access textbooks for their classes in the
library. Although Sojourner Truth Library
does not generally purchase classroom
textbooks we do accept them for inclusion
in the Reserves section. Request for
textbooks are one of the most common
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requests heard at the information desk,
and this initiative is an effort to address
that need. Faculty were asked to donate
textbooks now in use in their classes to the
Reserves section of the library. The text
books are not added to the main catalog,
and will be removed from Reserves when
they are no longer in use. Although the
two-hour library use available through
Reserves does not meet all needs, this
project has met with positive feedback
from students. Library Clerk Jennifer
Torres, with the support of Andy Perry,
Collection Access Team Leader, has
spearheaded this project.
Right on the heels of the successful
opening of the new MediaSpace, librarians
at Sojourner Truth Library have started
work on a new space for students and
faculty. With the support of Dean of the
Library Chui-chun Lee, a large glassed in
room was made available for additional
reference services, and the team decided
the most beneficial use of the space would
be to act as a kind of collaborative,
working lab, consultation space. The
design and policies for the space are still in
the works, but already classes are using it
as a base of operations for faculty led
research sessions in the library,
demonstrations of databases and research
methods, and librarians are using it for one
on one computer consultations. Much is
still to be decided, but; there will be
computers, there will be a projector and
there will be moveable furnishings.
Colleen Lougen, Electronic Resources
Librarian, was awarded continuing
appointment (tenure) and promoted to
Associate Librarian.
Anna Badillo, Library Clerk 3, and maven
of installation and maintenance, diva of
equipment, guru of information access
services, is, much to the dismay of all her
colleagues at Sojourner Truth Library,
retiring. Her last day will be November 25,
2009, following over two decades of
dedicated and exemplary service to the
library. She will be deeply missed, and we
wish her a wonderful, joyful retirement.

NIAGARA COUNTY
COMMUNITY
COLLEGE
Karen Ferington
feringk@niagaracc.suny.edu
Chair of the Lewis Library, Elizabeth
Fulwell, retired in July 2009 after over 40
years of dedicated service to the Library
and the College. She was a recipient of the
SUNY Chancellor's Award for Excellence in
Professional Service and chaired many
committees in her tenure at NCCC. We will
miss Liz and we wish her well in her
retirement. We hope to see her on campus
regularly when she is teaching part-time
and taking courses in the Horticulture
Department.
Tamara Anderson, Circulation Librarian,
is now serving as Chair of the Library for
the 2009-2010 academic year. The
position of Circulation Librarian has not
been filled. We currently have Andrew
Aquino, Part-Time Librarian, filling in at
Circulation as well as working Reference
part-time. Barbara Melcher, Senior
Library Clerk in Circulation, is out on an
extended medical leave so we are
experiencing issues with reduced staffing
once again.
NCCC is seeing record enrollment figures
with a 23% increase in students this
semester. The campus dorms, which
opened in Fall of 2008, are full and have a
waiting list of students who need housing.

NORTH COUNTRY
COMMUNITY
COLLEGE
Linda Larkin
llarkin@nccc.suny.edu

ONEONTA
Pamela Flinton
flintopj@oneonta.edu
Nancy Cannon, Reference Services
Librarian, was an invited speaker at the
Meredith Historical Society on the topic,
"Native Americans of the Delaware County
New York area 10,000 years before the
present to 1500 AD." The event took place
on Aug. 6, at the Charlotte Valley
Presbyterian Church, East Meredith, NY.
Michelle Hendley was awarded a
Calendar Year Employee Leave to work on
her bibliometric study of undergraduate
student research papers. The Calendar
Year Employee Leave is a program of the
NYS/UUP Joint Labor-Management
Committees. Michelle’s project is entitled,
“Highly Effective Habits? The Information
Seeking Behavior of Oneonta
Undergraduate Students.” The purpose of
this research activity was to discover and
analyze the specific resources (for
example, monographs, scholarly journals,
newspapers, magazines, Web sites, etc.)
that selected Oneonta undergraduate
students used in order to locate
information for their research assignments.
Michelle Hendley received promotion to
Associate Librarian effective September 1,
2009. She also has been granted tenure
effective June 15, 2010. Congratulations
on both accomplishments!
James M. Milne library has completed the
renovations of
our second
floor! Goodbye
to the '70's
green carpet.
Hello to new
carpeting and
wood laminate
flooring.

Dr. Linda Larkin is the new Library
Director at North Country Community
College.
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ONONDAGA
COMMUNITY
COLLEGE
Angela Weiler
weilera@sunyocc.edu
Pauline Shostack, John Spencer, and
Lisa Murphy completed a totally new web
site redesign for Coulter Library which was
launched recently. The site has been
completely updated, and now uses MySQL
and javascript for dynamically displaying
content, an RSS feed, Google calendar,
Blogger, and links to Coulter’s Twitter and
Facebook pages. All Coulter librarians,
staff, and campus community were invited
to give input and suggestions for the web
site over the past year, and it is the
culmination of many hours of research and
development. The folks at Coulter are very
appreciative of all their hard work! It can
be viewed at http://library.sunyocc.edu.
Jeff Harr has received the 2009
Chancellor’s Award for Excellence in
Librarianship.
Onondaga and Coulter Library hosted the
41st Annual SUNYLA Conference in June.
Angela Weiler, Pauline Shostack, and
the members of the two conference
committees worked very hard to ensure a
good time was had by all. There were five
pre-conference sessions, thirty-four
conference sessions, and ten poster
sessions; 217 people attended. Additional
help was provided by John Spencer, Rob
O'Boyle, Vi Marcy, and many other staff
members. Survey results indicated that
the conference was a great success,
despite damp, rainy weather. Thanks to all
who participated!
John Spencer and Lisa Murphy activated
patron login and access to personal library
information this semester. Students may
now see their loan information (for a
limited time), and initiate holds and
renewals themselves. Also this semester,
Coulter Library has moved to e-mail
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overdue notices in place of print,
“greening” things up a bit.
The reference room has been given a
facelift this summer with the weeding of
outdated reference volumes, removal of
some shelving and the repositioning of the
public computer stations and the reference
desk. The new location of the reference
desk allows for increased visibility for both
the students and librarians. Natural
sunlight is now available at the reference
desk. Bring your sunglasses!

OPTOMETRY
Kadri Niider
kniider@sunyopt.edu
Kadri Niider has designed a Library User
Satisfaction Survey with input from Elaine
Wells, Victoria Ventura, Evening
Administrative Support, and an outside
consultant. The survey will be disseminated
online as part of the Self-Study process in
preparation for a joint evaluation by the
Middle States Council on Higher Education
and the American Council on Optometric
Education.
Based on test feedback, Optometry
selected Moodle as its Course Management
System. And, the College’s First Annual
Recognition Event, honoring staff members
for service and achievements, was a wellattended success in August.
Elaine Wells, Library Director, will be
presenting a poster entitled "Promoting
Better Use of Interlibrary Loan through
Better Knowledge of the Collection" at the
Medical Library Association TriChapter
Meeting in Atlantic City in October. The
poster, which describes training to help
residents become comfortable accessing
the full-text collections of the Library, is co
-authored by Dr. Diane Adamczyk,
Director of Residency Programs, and
Clementine Perez, Manager of
Interlibrary Loan Services.

OSWEGO
Kathryn Johns-Masten
kathryn.johnsmasten@oswego.edu
SUNY Oswego hosted the 6th annual IDS
Conference on August 3-5. The conference
was attended by 160 librarians and library
staff from over 50 libraries across New
York State. Programs included
presentations on a variety of exciting new
technologies designed to greatly enhance
the speed and reliability of the ILL process.
Representatives from ATLAS, OCLC, Nylink,
OLIS and the three R's Councils attended.
Attendees got a first-hand look at ILLIAD's
long awaited Version 8.
We will begin work this fall with an
architect on renovation planning. The
architect has not been named.
We are happy to welcome Ray Morrison
to Penfield Library as our new Coordinator
of Access Services. He comes to us from
Mid-American Nazarene University in
Olathe, Kansas where he was Director.
Shannon Pritting has changed positions
from Coordinator of Access Services to
Reference, Instruction, Special
Programming and Outreach Librarian.
Leah Galka has joined us this Fall as an
intern and will soon complete her Library
Science Degree at Syracuse University.
Jim Nichols, Shannon Pritting and
Karen Shockey presented a session at the
Conference on Instructional Technologies
(CIT) on May 20, 2009 entitled “Designing
an Active and Interactive Multi-Level
Tutorial.” The conference was held on the
Oswsego campus.
Emily Hart, Jim Nichols, Shannon
Pritting and Karen Shockey presented a
session at the SUNYLA Annual Conference
at OCC in June entitled “Casting News Light
on Basic Information Literacy.”
Natalie Sturr attended the ELUNA (Ex
Libris Users of North America) Conference

in Richmond, VA in May.
Natalie Sturr, assisted by Tim Yager,
presented a 3-hour hands-on preconference SUNLYA workshop on Excel
2007 for Librarians. Handouts and
materials are available at:
http://www.oswego.edu/~sturr/excel/

PLATTSBURGH
Michelle Toth
tothmm@plattsburgh.edu
Debra Kimok recently received the SUNY
Chancellor's Award for Excellence in
Librarianship.
Michelle Toth will be presenting
“Something Other than Word Processing:
Making use of different technologies for
assignments” at the Successful Teaching
Conference in Corning, New York October
22-23.
Elin O’Hara-Gonya will be presenting “It's
Not Just the Activity, it's the relationship:
Fostering a Classroom Alliance with the
iGen” at the Successful Teaching
Conference in Corning, New York October
22-23.
Debra Kimok recently presented as part
of a panel at the annual meeting of the
Society of American Archivists (SAA) in
Austin. The panel session title was
"Strategies for Accommodating People with
Physical Impairments and Disabilities in
Archives." Debra’s paper was entitled
"Overview of the Joint RMRT(Records
Management Roundtable) / AMRT (Archives
Management Roundtable) Working Group
on Diversity in Archives and Records
Management Physical Disabilities Project
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and Survey." This Joint Working Group, co
-coordinated by Debra Kimok and Casey
Greene, created two sets of
recommendations: "Recommendations for
Working With Archives Researchers With
Physical Disabilities" and
"Recommendations for Working With
Archives Employees With Physical
Disabilities,” both of which are available at
http://www.archivists.org/saagroups/
archmgmt/

hosted and planned an archives event for
SUNY Potsdam's Alumni Weekend in July
titled "The Archives Behind the Scenes"
which highlighted recent donations to the
archives collections and allowed alumni to
view recent renovations in both of the
archive spaces.
Daniel Newton has been hired as a User
Services Librarian and will be involved in
collection development, reference and
information literacy instruction.

The recommendations and the panel
papers (Session 307) and video are also
available on the SAA conference website at
http://www.archivists.org/

Jenica Rogers received SUNY Potsdam's
2009 President's Award for Excellence in
Professional Service.

Mike Miranda has accepted a position
with the NCAA. His new position is
Associate Director of Research for
Academic Policy and Administration and
starts September 21st. He and his wife
Pat Miranda who is a part-time librarian
at Feinberg will be relocating to
Indianapolis.

Ed Komara received SUNY Potsdam's
2009 President's Award for
Excellence in Research and
Creative Activities. A nationally
recognized scholar of jazz and
blues, his chief publication is the
two-volume Encyclopedia of the
Blues (New York: Routledge
Press, 2006).

POTSDAM
Daniel Newton
newtondt@potsdam.edu
This summer, for the college libraries, was
a summer of construction. The Crane Music
Library entryway has been renovated with
a new circulation desk, comfortable seating
and new shelving for current periodicals.
The renovation was made possible by a
generous bequest from Librarian Emerita
Sarah "Sally" Skyrm who served as the
Crane Librarian for more than twenty years
from 1956 to 1990. Additional funding
came from the Crane School of Music,
campus improvement funds, as well as
gifts made in Sally's honor.
Also during the summer the Crumb
Memorial Library had its windows replaced.
Construction was complete (for the most
part) in time for the first day of classes.
The College Archives & Special Collections
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Jane Subramanian served on a panel
presentation for “Grant Writing Workshop”
and gave a presentation titled "It Wasn’t
Supposed to Happen This Way: Expecting
the Unexpected During Archives
Renovation & Coping" at the New York
Archives Conference 2009 Annual
Conference, LeMoyne College, Syracuse,
NY, June 3, 2009. She also received
funding in June 2009 for a grant proposal
to the Institute of Museum and Library
Services and the American Association for
State and Local History for the "Connecting
to Collections Bookshelf" collection of
books which is a core set of publications
that are essential for the care of collections
in library special collections and museums.
Jane was recognized at the SUNY Potsdam
Honors Program Banquet on April 19, 2009
for her contributions to the Honors
Program including the initial committee
work which created the Honors Program
from 1996 - 1997 and for extensive work
serving on Honors Council and as library
mentor for honors students from 1997 May 2009.

PURCHASE
Carrie Eastman
Carrie.Eastman@purchase.edu
Keith Landa, Director of Teaching,
Learning & Technology Center, presented
on “Migrating to Moodle: Faculty, Student
and Technology Perspectives” at the 2-398 Conference, SUNY Delhi, August 6-7.
Slides from the presentation are available
at http://www.slideshare.net/keith.landa/.

SCHENECTADY
COUNTY COMMUNITY
COLLEGE
Caroline Buff
buffca@sunysccc.edu

Purchase College Welcomes the MeserveKunhardt Foundation

In response to student inquiries, Begley
Library has added two new collections:
Graphic Novels and Circulating DVDs. The
library also has a new Wireless Work Area,
complete with comfortable seating and café
tables.

Purchase College has entered into a
partnership with the Meserve-Kunhardt
Foundation to house the Gordon Parks
Collection and the Meserve-Kunhardt
Collections of 19th and 20th century
photography.

Nathaniel Arnold joined SCCC in spring
2009 as a part-time Reference Librarian.
He holds a B.A. in Government from
Hamilton College, an M.S. in Information
Science and an M.A. in Criminal Justice
from the University at Albany.

The Meserve-Kunhardt Collection of over
200,000 photographs, artifacts and unique
documents offers unparalleled insight into
19th and early 20th century America. The
collection was begun in 1897 by Frederick
Meserve and contains original photographs
by Mathew Brady, Alexander Gardner
and other pioneers in photography.

Public Services Librarian Caroline Laier
got married this summer, and is now
Caroline Buff. Caroline has been
promoted from Associate Librarian to
Librarian.

Gordon Parks was one of the major
photojournalists, authors, and film
directors of 20th century America and the
collection includes more than 4,000
photographic images, 22,000 negatives,
plus slides and contact sheets from the
Gordon Parks estate through a special
arrangement with the Meserve-Kunhardt
Foundation.
At Purchase, the Meserve-Kunhardt
Foundation will have its own staff to
catalog and organize the collections in
space provided by the Library. Purchase
College faculty and students will have
access to these valuable collections for
research and instructional purposes.
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STONY BROOK
Nathan Baum
nbaum@notes.cc.sunysb.edu
Helene Volat, Head of Reference Services,
authored Les Ecrits de Marguerite Duras.
Bibliographie des oeuvres et de la critique
1940-2006 with Robert Harvey and
Bernard Alazet. Helen also presented an
invited lecture entitled "Conspiracy and
Consent in History and Culture" at the 4th
Symposium of the Milan-Montpellier Group
for the Study of US History and the Centre
de la Recherche des Etudes NordAméricaines (CRENA) in June.
Daniel Kinney, Associate Director of
Libraries for Collections and Technical
Services, authored “The Classification of
Music Moving Image Materials: Historical
Perspectives, Problems, and Practical
Solutions,” Cataloging & Classification
Quarterly 47, no. 1-2 (2009), 2-22.
Germaine Hoynos, Assistant Director for
Administrative Services and Daniel
Kinney are the authors of “First Steps
Towards Career Ladders for Library
Support Staff at Stony Brook University,”
Library Worklife 5, no. 11 (2008), http://
www.ala-apa.org/newsletter/5n11.html.
Germaine Hoynos was the recipient of
the President’s/Chancellor’s Award for
Excellence in Professional Service.
Susan Lieberthal, Head, Interlibrary Loan
and Business Librarian and Daniel Kinney
made a presentation at the 41st Annual
SUNYLA Conference: "The Stony Brook
Gift Books Program as a Catalyst for
Collection Management and SUNY
Collaboration." Richard Feinberg, Head
of Preservation, assisted in the preparation
for the presentation.
Aimee de Chambeau was selected to be
a participant at the Frye Leadership
Institute at Emory University, May 31 –
June 11, 2009. The Institute “is designed
to develop the next generation of higher
education leaders emerging from IT and
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library backgrounds.”
(http://www.fryeinstitute.org/) Aimee was
awarded the Chancellor’s/President’s
Award for Excellence in Librarianship, and
received a 2009 Distinguished Service
Award from the Stony Brook University
Graduate Student Organization.
Dana Antonucci-Durgan, Biology and
Chemistry Librarian, was promoted to
Senior Assistant Librarian.
Special Collections and University Archives
was awarded the Institute of Museum and
Library Services’ Connecting to Collections
Bookshelf grant, a set of conservation
books and online resources that focuses on
collections found in art or history museums
and in libraries with special collections. The
texts address topics such as the philosophy
and ethics of collecting, collections
management and planning, emergency
preparedness, and culturally specific
conservation issues. The grant was
submitted by Kristen Nyitray, Head,
Special Collections and University Archives.
Susan Lieberthal has resigned from her
position at Stony Brook to become Campus
Head Librarian at the Ammerman Campus
of Suffolk County Community College.

STONY BROOK
HEALTH SCIENCES
LIBRARY

SUFFOLK
COMMUNITY
COLLEGE

Michael Bailou Huang
mbhuang@notes.sunysb.edu

Rebecca Turner
turner@sunysuffolk.edu

Dr. Michael Bailou Huang, Associate
Librarian of the HS Library, received Doctor
of Acupuncture license from the Rhode
Island Department of Health on April 29,
2009.

Grant campus:
Gerald Reminick, Professor of Library
Services, is proud to announce the August
publication of his seventh book about the
U.S. Merchant Marine entitled, AN ACT OF
PIRACY, The Seizure of the American-flag
ship Mayaguez in 1975. Seized by
Cambodia’s Khmer Rouge, the SS
Mayaguez was the first American-flag
merchant ship taken by a foreign power
since the American Revolutionary War.
With the sad outcome of the USS Pueblo
incident still fresh in the public conscious,
the decision is made for quick action to
recover the vessel. Nothing goes as
planned including what happened to the
U.S. Marines in their attempt to free the
crew on Koh Tang Island. This timely book
is available on Amazon.com, or from the
Glencannon Maritime Press.

Dr. Michael Bailou Huang co-authored
an article entitled “Evidence-Based
Medicine and the Development of Medical
Libraries in China” with Aijun Cheng and
Lu Ma of the Capital Medical University
Library in Beijing, China. Their article was
published in Medical Reference Services
Quarterly, 28(3), 235-248 (2009).
Dr. Michael Bailou Huang co-authored a
paper titled “A Semi-Automatic System for
Managing Multiple Digital Preservation
Risks of Digital Libraries in China” with
Chao Li, Chunxiao Xing, and Li Dong of
Tsinghua University in Beijing, China. The
extended abstract was published in the
Proceedings of the 2009 Joint International
Conference on Digital Libraries (pp. 425).
Susan Werner, Associate Librarian, is
Chair of ACRL/NY Long Island Section,
effective January 2009.
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Ammerman campus:
Suffolk County Community College libraries
welcome new Ammerman campus Head
Librarian, Susan Lieberthal. Susan
comes to SCCC from Stony Brook where
she was head of Interlibrary Loan and
Business Librarian.
Shaun Gerien, a media specialist at
SCCC, served as a judge for the Ohio
Associated Press Broadcasters Assn. Media
Awards for 2009.
Susan DeMasi, Media Services Librarian,
is presenting at the International
Conference of the Book in Scotland in
October. The presentation title is “Ten
Thousand Stories and Counting: Radical
Relief and the Ongoing Legacy of the
Federal Writers’ Project.” Professor DeMasi
is also showing a slide presentation about
the Federal Writer’s Project at the
Ammerman campus TLC and a poster
session at the LILRC Conference at Dowling
College in October. The topic is also the
Federal Writers' Project.
Next Spring Professor Susan DeMasi is
presenting at the Ethnic Pen Conference,
an event for Long Island high school
English teachers and students. The focus
will be the oral histories of immigrants and
ex-slaves collected by the Federal Writers'
Project as it relates to the conference's
theme, “The World We Want.”

SULLIVAN COUNTY
COMMUNITY
COLLEGE
Matthew Smith
mattsmith@sullivan.suny.edu
SCCC is enjoying increased enrollment this
academic year. Our students seem eager
to learn and attentive. Unfortunately this
increased enrollment has not helped the
library budget. We are still operating with
approximately 20% less than we had two
years ago. Despite this diminished budget
we were able to obtain funding to
implement Project SAILS. We plan to test
our incoming freshmen and outgoing
sophomores and better assess our
instruction programs. Additionally we were
able to obtain funding to pay for the LAND
service so that we can continue our
participation in the IDS project. We are
glad for this.
We have completed the periodical portion
of our "decimation" weeding project and
uploaded our local holdings to Serials
Solutions. We are continuing the book
portion of this project. Upon completion of
this project we plan to move forward with
OCLC reclamation.
Nichole McArdle, a SCCC graduate, was
hired as library clerk. Nichole's
responsibilities include circulation, course
reserves and interlibrary loan. Nichole fills
the position of Elaine Williams, who,
when she drops in to visit us, is enjoying
retirement so much it is as if she is floating
on air. Oh, how we all envy her.
The construction on North America's first
vertical shaft wind turbine continues,
slowly. It will "spoil" someone’s view, so
there has been constant litigation.
Currently two tiers of one turbine have
been built.
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SUNY IT
Barbara Grimes
barbara.grimes@sunyit.edu
At SUNYIT, we are down one librarian
position due to the retirement of Jackie
Coughlan, who was our head of Reference
and Interlibrary Loan librarian. There is no
plan to replace her at this time. The other
two public service librarians are covering
her duties, as well as their own.
This summer our new President called a
quick meeting of several departments on
campus to announce that, based on the
recommendation of a faculty committee on
technology, he wanted to create a task
force to look at consolidating departments
on campus having to do with ITS and
Library and perhaps other departments.
The task force was formed, recommended
hiring a consultant, and a consultant
(Gene Spencer) was hired. Gene
Spencer met with library staff, ITS staff,
and others and wrote up his
recommendation. The ITS and Library
director positions will be eliminated and a
new Associate Provost position created.
Our director will retire on December 31.
The Task Force will meet again this week.
The job ad for the new position is not final.
The creation of a Learning Commons is
being investigated.

TOMPKINS
CORTLAND
COMMUNITY
COLLEGE

presentations for librarians and faculty
from high schools participating in this
year's College Now Concurrent Enrollment
Program.
Margaret Anderson, Reference Librarian
and Web Manager is serving on the
curriculum committee.
Ann Sullivan, Reference and Collection
Development Librarian, has been weeding
and compacting reference. Ann also
planned and facilitated a reception for new
Fulbright students and co-planned and
gave workshop on American Academic
Culture for the students.
Barbara Kobritz, Instruction Librarian, is
gradually changing the focus of instruction
from searching to research. She also
attended the English department opening
meeting.
Bill Drew, Systems and Technical Services
Librarian, will be teaching four Facebook
non-credit sessions for TC3.biz this fall. He
is also working on WorldCat Local as a pilot
project. He has just finished a New Tools
section on the library website at
http://www.tc3.edu/library/infolab/. The
Research Toolbox portion is from work
done by Empire State. Bill will also be
doing a presentation titled "Why Twitter?"
at a conference sponsored by the Southern
Tier Library System at the Watson
Homestead in Corning.
Lucy Yang, Circulation Coordinator and
Supervisor, and Gregg Keihl, Library
Director, have just finished moving all
media into the circulating and reserve
collection of the library. Work continues in
technical services on updating holdings and
item records to reflect the changes.

Bill Drew
dreww@tc3.edu
The fall semester has started off quite busy
at TC3. Ann Sullivan, Barbara Kobritz,
Gregg Kiehl, and Bill Drew gave
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UPSTATE MEDICAL
UNIVERSITY
Emily Hart
harte@upstate.edu
We are excited to announce the opening of
the new Family Resource Center, a unique
service of the Health Sciences Library. The
Family Resource Center will be staffed by
our library along with nurse educators,
7 days per week (12pm – 8pm).

The Family Resource Center is located in
the tree house on the 12th floor of the new
UPSTATE Golisano Children’s Hopsital.
Our mission is to
provide information
and support for
patients, families, and
the community to help
everyone make
educated healthcare
decisions.
In coordination with
the opening of the
Family Resource
Center, we will launch
the new Family
Resource Center
website, which
includes consumer
health resources and local information to
support patients and families in the
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community. Please visit the site to share
your comments and questions. http://
library.upstate.edu/frc/
Our library has two recent hires:
Melissa McElroy-Elve is the Director of
the new Family Resource Center. Melissa
received her MLS from Syracuse University.
She has many years of experience working
as a teacher and with children and families
in our local community.
Kate Flewelling is our new Reference
Librarian. She will be starting at
UPSTATE on September 17, 2009.
Kate recently finished a two-year
appointment as a National Library
of Medicine Associate Fellow. Her
first year was spent at the National
Library of Medicine, and her second
at the Health Sciences Library,
Inova Fairfax Hospital, in Virginia.
She received her MLIS from
University of Wisconsin, Milwaukee.

NYSLAA Conference
Colleen Hopkins
The New York State Library Assistants’ Association held their 31st Annual Conference, in
Troy, New York, in June. This year’s host was the Capital Area Library Assistants (CALA).
It was held at Russell Sage College with some classes at Rensselaer Polytechnic Institute.
Over 150 library assistants from all types of libraries were in attendance and the local
committee did an excellent job of arranging two days of workshops such as, “Leadership
and Management,” “Dealing with Difficult People and Mastering Conflict,” “The First Time
Digitizer,” “Empire State College: the SUNY Solution for Adult Learners,” “Finding Your
Power to Influence Outcomes,” our nationally renowned Certificate of Achievement
Program and many more. There was a wonderful dinner cruise down the Hudson aboard
the Captain JP for the Thursday night event. Sister Anne Bryan Smollin, CSJ, Ph.D. was
a fantastic Keynote Speaker. She completed the event by sending us on our way to seek
our prescribed twelve daily hugs while laughing at her wonderful anecdotes on life.
Next year’s conference will be June 9-11 at the Radisson Hotel in Corning, NY and we are
looking forward to an exciting time in the “City of Glass.”
NYSLAA is an organization created and run by library assistants. We
have a membership of over 400 library assistants, not only from New
York State, but from Pennsylvania, New Jersey, Virginia, the District of
Columbia, Florida and Canada. Please encourage your staff to join
and to get involved by running for an office. More info can be found
at http://nyslaa.org/.

Getting It System Toolkit (GIST): Improving
Acquisitions & ILL through Integration
Tim Bowersox
As the saying goes, only 20% of a collection gets used 80% of the time. But in these
tough times, libraries need to ensure that they're getting the most with their shrinking
budgets. It is no longer a viable option to maintain a collection in which the majority of
items have never been used. This requires moving away from a librarian-driven collection
towards a more user-driven collection. Although the concept of a just-in-time acquisitions
process is not new, libraries have lacked the necessary tools to facilitate such a workflow.
In addition, there has traditionally been a disconnect between acquisitions and interlibrary
loan departments. An acquisitions and interlibrary loan connection is required for
acquisitions to truly act just in time. For those reasons, a team of librarians at SUNY
Geneseo has developed the Getting It System Toolkit (GIST).
(Continued on page 42)
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What is GIST?
A customizable set of ILLiad 8 workflows and webpages, GIST provides acquisitions staff
with a much needed request management platform. ILLiad is a software package that
allows library users to place requests for materials online (often via OpenURL), and then
allows library staff to easily manage those requests straight through to the point of
delivery. It contains three different modules: borrowing, lending, and document delivery.
The document delivery module is intended for the delivery of materials owned by your
library to your own users. Because many libraries do not offer such a service, this module
is often underutilized. Given the nature of acquisitions, it made sense to make better use
of the document delivery module by allowing acquisitions staff to track purchase requests.
The purchase request workflow begins with customized ILLiad web forms that allow users
to provide feedback about their requested items. Not only can users recommend the
library purchase their requested items, but they can also rate the importance of those
items and choose how they'd like the items to be delivered if purchased.
To inform their evaluations, GIST utilizes various APIs to present users with the following
information:
•

Amazon.com descriptions, reviews, and user ratings

•

Google Books tables of contents and full/partial text

•

Internet Archive open access resources

•

WorldCat local holdings availability or delivery estimate based upon group holdings

•

Purchase prices from Amazon.com, Better World Books, and other major vendors

•

Behind the scenes, these same APIs also help inform and automate staff processing in
the following ways:
•

Items held locally or available in full text in Google Books or Internet Archive
are flagged

•

Items owned by too many coordinated collection development partners are
flagged

•

Lowest Amazon.com and affiliate prices are imported into requests for easy
reference

Acquisitions staff have a special group of request queues within the ILLiad document
delivery module. Whenever requests are recommended for purchase, they are
automatically routed to these queues. Using an ILLiad feature called email routing,
acquisitions staff can email users about purchase decisions and statuses, while at the same
time updating the status of purchase requests. Because each email routing has its own
customized email template, staff do not have to retype messages over and over. Best of
all, outgoing emails are logged in ILLiad and can be referenced in the future.
If requested items are not recommended for purchase, the requests are processed by
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interlibrary loan staff. But with GIST, borrowing request processing becomes much easier.
Because locally held and open access items are flagged, interlibrary loan staff do not have
to waste time searching OCLC or the web. Best of all, since the Amazon.com price is right
in the request, it allows interlibrary loan staff to quickly compare whether or not it is
cheaper to buy or borrow an item. When buying is cheaper (or if an item is too new or
rare), GIST empowers interlibrary loan staff to route requests to acquisitions staff. This
saves money and improves request turnaround time.
How Can GIST Work for You?
The great thing about GIST is its flexibility. You can customize GIST to disable any of the
APIs you don't wish to use. You can also limit GIST to specific user statuses, such that
only faculty members or librarians can use it. Similarly, you can let your entire campus
use it, but customize the feedback so that it is unique to each user status. The emails and
web pages are fully customizable and can be edited to suit your needs.
GIST is designed to fit around your existing purchasing and cataloging workflows. You can
easily add or remove email routings and request queues as needed to accommodate your
library's procedures. GIST is not attached to a specific vendor which allows you to shop
around or stick with your tried and true book seller. The choices are really up to you.
Best of all, GIST facilitates ongoing cooperation between your acquisitions and interlibrary
loan departments. By integrating their workflows into ILLiad, they can easily route and
communicate about requests. The result is a truly seamless request service for your users
that is no longer split between two distinct departments.
The Future of GIST
In the works for GIST are several improvements aimed at making it a more comprehensive
acquisitions package. This includes the development of a gift management module, which
will allow acquisitions staff to easily see how many coordinated collection development
partners own a donated item. A budget management module is also planned, which will
allow faculty users and acquisitions staff to see allocations and remaining balances. It will
also guide requests through the proper approval channels unique to each department.
Other planned enhancements include the ability to attach OCLC symbols at the point of
order and generate statistical reports. Additional vendor APIs will also be included as they
become available.
For more information about GIST, including downloads and documentation, please visit:
http://idsproject.org/Tools/GIST.aspx.
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